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Utorrent.com on 02/01/2019. Q: How to concat a string in asp.net core? I am trying to
concat a string in asp.net core with c#. The string contains a comma separated list of user
names. string format = "this, that, the other"; string[] users = format.Split(','); if (users!= null
&& users.Length > 0) { List list = new List(); foreach (string s in users) { list.Add(s); }
return list; } Is there a more elegant way to do this? A: I would suggest using string.Join:
string format = "this, that, the other"; string[] users = format.Split(','); if (users!= null &&
users.Length > 0) { return String.Join(",", users); } A: Use.Trim() string format = "this, that,
the other"; string[] users = format.Split(',').Trim().ToArray(); Q: How do you setup a
virtualhost in NGINX that uses a non-default port? I am running NGINX as a reverse proxy
in front of several Rails apps. The apps are running on the following ports: 80 (http) 81
(https) 82 (websockets) I would like to create a virtual host for my app that uses port 81
instead of 80, and I would like to use this virtual host only for HTTPS traffic. I have tried
this configuration: server { listen 4bc0debe42
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